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Java & XMLO'Reilly, 2006
 			Java and XML, 3rd Edition, shows you how to cut through all the hype about XML and put it to work. It teaches you how to use the APIs, tools, and tricks of XML to build real-world applications. The result is a new approach to managing information that touches everything from configuration...
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Beginning Rails: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007
Beginning Rails is the practical starting point for anyone wanting to learn how to build dynamic web applications using the Rails framework for Ruby. You’ll learn how all of the components of Rails fit together and how you can leverage them to create sophisticated web applications with less code and more joy.
This book is...
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System Architecture with XMLMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
"The whole world is talking XML, and the ramifications of its universal adoption are only beginning to surface. Whole business models will be affected by it; whole new business interests are being pursued because of it. The software industry itself will be rocked by it more than it cares to admit. This is so because XML brings us into the...
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Building Web Applications with ADO.NET and XML Web Services (Gearhead Press--In the Trenches)John Wiley & Sons, 2002
In 1998, Microsoft submitted a draft specification of what would later be named the SOAP protocol. XML 1.0 had only just become a full recommendation. Given that the contributors worked on the COM and MTS teams, it was no wonder that Microsoft initially wanted this new protocol to support its Windows DNA 2000 solution. It would be only a matter of...
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Similarity Search: The Metric Space Approach (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 2005
The area of similarity searching is a very hot topic for both research and commercial applications. Current data processing applications use data with considerably less structure and much less precise queries than traditional database systems. Examples are multimedia data like images or videos that offer queryby-example search, product catalogs...
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XML: Visual QuickStart Guide (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2008

	What is XML? XML, or eXtensible Markup Language, is a specification for storing information. It is also a specification for describing the structure of that information. And while XML is a markup language (just like HTML), XML has no tags of its own. It allows the person writing the XML to create whatever tags they need....
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Pro SQL Server Reporting ServicesApress, 2004
At its core, the process of designing reports hasn’t changed  substantially in the past 15 years. The report designer lays out report objects,  which contain data from a known data source, in a design application such as  Crystal Reports or Microsoft Access. He or she then tests report execution,  verifies the accuracy of the...
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Active Directory Cookbook, 3rd EditionO'Reilly, 2008
When you need practical hands-on support for Active Directory, the updated edition of this extremely popular Cookbook provides quick solutions to more than 300 common (and uncommon) problems you might encounter when deploying, administering, and automating Microsoft's network directory service. For the third edition, Active Directory expert Laura...
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OCP Oracle Database 11g Administration II Exam Guide: Exam 1Z0-053 (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2008
A Fully Integrated Study System for OCA Exam 1Z0-052

Prepare for the Oracle Certified Associate Oracle Database 11g Administration I exam with help from this exclusive Oracle Press guide. In each chapter, you&#39;ll find challenging exercises, practice questions, a two-minute drill, and a chapter summary to...
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Office 2003 XML for Power Users (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2004

	SINCE ITS INTRODUCTION in the late 1990s, XML has revolutionized the way data is

	stored, manipulated, and shared. XML has made it possible for applications written

	in different programming languages (and running on different operating systems)

	to exchange any type of information. XML also allows different

	organizations to...
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Visual Design of GraphQL Data: A Practical Introduction with Legacy Data and Neo4jApress, 2018

	
		
			Get an introduction to the visual design of GraphQL data and concepts, including GraphQL structures, semantics, and schemas in this compact, pragmatic book. In it you will see simple guidelines based on lessons learned from real-life data discovery and unification, as well as useful visualization techniques. These in turn help...
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LDAP Directories Explained: An Introduction and AnalysisAddison Wesley, 2003
Directory technology promises to solve the problem of  decentralized information that has arisen with the explosion of distributed  computing. Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is a set of protocols  that has become the Internet standard for accessing information directories.  Until now, however, those curious about...
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